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ABSTRACT:A new soft switching pulse-width-modulated (PWM) fly back dc/dc converter with a 

simple auxiliarycircuit is proposed. This isachieved by using two very simple active auxiliary 

circuitsoneactive, the other passive. The outstanding featureof the new converter is that it allows its 

main power switchesto operate with zero current switching (ZCS) and with fewer conductionlosses 

than conventional full-bridge converters.By adding this auxiliary circuit to the conventional pulse 

width modulation isolated fly back converter,Is isolated with the inducation motor 

applications.proposed techniques for higher power dc–dc full-bridge converterswith IGBTs, including 

resonant techniques, ZCS-PWMtechniques with active auxiliary circuits, passive techniques,ZVZCS 

techniques, and techniques that require the use of reverseblocking diodes. Experimental results 

obtained from all power semiconductor devices are soft switched. In addition, the proposed converter 

frequency is constant and has no additional current stress in the main switch in comparison with 

conventional ones. In the Simulation and experimental results justify the theoretical analysis. 

.................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
I.INTRODUCTION  
  

NEW techniques are proposed in order 

to decrease witching losses and to increase 

power density in dc–dc converters at high 

power and frequencies [1]–[4]. The 

applications of soft-switching methods are 

expanding. The most remarkable method in 

high-power isolated applications is Phase 

Shifted (PS) Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) 

method, which provides all of the switches to 

operate with ZVS without any additional 

auxiliary switches. The parasitic capacitance 

energy is discharged by the leakage 

inductance, and the MOSFET turns on with 

zero voltage transition (ZVT). Insulated gate 

bipolar transistor (IGBT) is preferred over 

MOSFET at high voltage and high-power 

levels in industrial applications. Low 

RDSONMOSFETs are quite expensive 

compared to the IGBTs with equivalent 

current and voltage ratings. The choice of 

IGBT over MOSFET is mandatory due to 

nonavailability of high voltage and high-

current MOSFET devices in some 

applications. An external snubber capacitor is 

connected in parallel to each IGBT in order to  

decrease turn-off losses, in case the 

IGBT is used in the phase shifted full bridge 

(PSFB) pulse width modulation (PWM) 

converter [5]–[26].When the ZVT condition is 

not provided at no load and at light loads, the 

parallel capacitors discharge through IGBT at 

turn on and this causes increase in switching 

losses and failure risk of theIGBTs. This 

condition causes problems at specially the 

lagging leg [5]–[26]. Capacitor discharge 

through IGBTrestricts the use of high-value 

capacitor in parallel to IGBT. Therefore, the 

election of the parallel capacitor value is very 

important. The parallel snubber capacitor 

value should be selected according to the 

speed and the maximum current of the IGBT 

[5]. The performance of the converter 

decreases rapidly at high-current levels 

because of the turn-off switching losses. At the 

leading leg, the required energy for 

discharging the parallel capacitor is supplied 

from the load current, so the use of high-value 

capacitor in the leading leg has no drawback. 

In PSFB PWM dc–dc converters, some 

problems arises such as variation of duty cycle 

with load current, hard switching because of 

insufficient energy in leakage inductance at 
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light loads, and high-voltage peaks and 

oscillations at the output diodes, and increment 

in the conduction losses because of the 

primary current flowing in the freewheeling 

interval. It is possible to encounter many 

studies in the literature about these converters 

and solution for the problems [5]–[26]. 

 

II.CIRCUIT DIAGRAM  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.1.Circuit Diagram Of Dc-Dc Converter 
 

A new ZCS-PWM full-bridge 

converter is proposed in this paper. The 

outstanding feature of the new converter is that 

itallows its main power switches to operate 

with ZCS and with fewer conduction losses 

than conventional full-bridge converters.This 

is achieved by using two very simple active 

auxiliary circuits—one active with a switch 

that can turn on and off with ZCS and one 

passive that consists of a few passive 

components.The paper presents the new 

converter and then discusses its operation, 

steady-state characteristics and design. 

Experimental results obtained from a converter 

prototype are presented to validate the 

converter’s performance and the concepts 

presented in the paper.A new ZCS-PsWM full-

bridge converter is proposed in this paper. The 

outstanding feature of the new converter is that 

it allows its main power switches to operate 

with ZCS and with fewer conduction losses 

than conventional full-bridge converters. This 

is achieved by using two very simple active 

auxiliary circuits—one active with a switch 

that can turn on and off with ZCS and one 

passive that consists of a few passive 

components.The paper presents the new 

converter and then discusses its operation, 

steady-state characteristics and design. 

Experimental results obtained from a converter 

prototype are presented to validate the 

converter’s performance and the concepts 

presented in the paper. 

 

III.CONVERTER OPERATION  
 

The proposed converter is shown in 

Fig. 1. It operates like a ZVZCS-PWM 

converter except that the auxiliary circuit is 

activated whenever the main power switches 

in the leadingleg to which it is attached are 

about to turn off. It should be noted that in this 

diagram, as in other circuit diagram present in 

this paper, the transformer leakage inductance 

is not shown as a separate element, but is 

assumed to be a part of the 

transformer.Equivalent circuit diagrams of the 

modes of operation that the proposed converter 

goes through during a half switching are 

shown in Fig. 2 and ideal converter waveforms 

are shown in Fig. 3.  
It should be noted that in Fig. 3, a 

current waveformsuch as IS1 shows the 

current flowing through a switch (positive part 

of the waveform) and its body diode (negative 

part of thewaveform). Moreover, the ISa 

waveform is also the waveformfor ILa and ICa 

as ISa = ILa = ICaandV_Ca on the VCa 

waveformcan be considered to be equal to the 

input voltage.  
When the device is placed in sleep, 

Timer2 will not increment, and the state of the 

module will not change. If the CCP pin is 

driving a value, it will continue to drive that 
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value.  
When the device wakes-up, it will 

continue from this state.In [7], an auxiliary 

circuit which includes twoMOSFETs and a 
serial inductance is proposed. The inductance 

current is increased before the IGBT devices 

on the lagging leg are turned off. The ZVS 
conditions of the FB converter are improved, 

but the losses in the auxiliary circuit reduce the 

efficiency. The auxiliary circuit does not 
operate with soft switching. Main IGBTs are 

subjected to the current stress before turn off 
and this increases the switching losses in the 

turn-off process. Theproposed method is not 
preferred due to low efficiency, high cost, and 

control difficult. 

 

 

Fig. 2.Equivalent circuit for each mode of operation. 

IV.MAIN FEATURES AND DESIGN PROCEDURE 
 

In this section, the design procedure of 

the proposedconverter is given. The 

component values forimplementing the 

converter are determined according to the 

design procedure. A Selection of the Boundary 

Current Ia.The boundary current level Ia . The 

proposed converter is shown in Fig.  

consists of a conventional PSFB PWM 

converter and anauxiliary circuit connected to 

the lagging leg. The auxiliary circuit contains 

two IGBTs with reverse recovery diodes and 

two capacitors C1A,C2A. At low output 

currents, converter operates as the 

conventional PSFB PWM converter. Low-
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valued snubber capacitors are connected at the 

lagging leg. These capacitors provide ZVS 

operation at light loads and improve the turn-

offbehavior of the IGBT until a current level. 

In the proposed converter, auxiliary circuit is 

operated only at high-output currents. By 

means of the auxiliary circuit, high value 

capacitors are connected to the lagging leg and 

the turnoff performance of the lagging leg 

switches is improved. The IGBTs used in the 

auxiliary circuit operate under soft-switching 

conditions. The conduction loss of the 

auxiliary switches is very low because they 

conduct current for a very short time. The 

operation of the auxiliary circuit starts when 

primary current IP is larger than boundary 

current level Ia. 

 

V.SIMULATION RESULTS 
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VI.CONCLUSION 
 
A new ZCS-PWM full-bridge converter is 

imposed with induction motor drive 

applications is proposed in this paper. The 

outstanding feature of the new converter is that 

it allows its main power switches to operate 

with ZCS, Efficiency comparison results.Few 

conduction losses than conventional full-

bridge converters. This is achieved by using a 

very simple active auxiliary circuit and a 

ZVZCS technique so that the converter has all 

the advantageous features of ZVZCS 

converters but with ZCS operation for all the 

converter switches so that they can all beIGBT 

devices, MOSFET devices. which helps 

reduce component cost. ZCS-PWM techniques 

withactive auxiliary circuits, passive 

techniques, ZVZCS techniques, and 

techniques that require the use of reverse 

blocking diodes. Experimental results will 

obtained. converter prototype confirm the 

feasibility of the converter and show that the 

active auxiliary circuit results in a maximum 

efficiency improved. compared to the 

conventional ZVZCS converter due to the 

elimination of leading leg turn-off losses due 

the inducation motor drive applications.   
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